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The Symposium Formec “Forestry Mechanization" was held in Sopron and
Forchtenstein (Hungary | Austria) from the 6th – 9th October, crossing over with the
Austrofoma machine demonstration (held every four years). The conference is
organised by Boku University, Vienna.
The purpose of Formec is to combine experience from worldwide scientists,
researchers and practitioners in forest operations and planning on close-to-nature
principles. As well as this, encourage cooperation, gather knowledge and improve
exchange of information in forestry profession and science.
Many research projects were displayed at Formec with around 100 presenters. The
presentations I found to push the envelope of forest engineering was the autonomous
forwarder which emphasises the aim to get the man of the slope. Issues raised with
this innovation are reliance on consistent cut slope and tracks for accurate and safe
machine movement via lasers.
Of course, the Scion tree robot presented by Richard Parker would be a large talking
point, adopting artificial intelligence to forest engineering in a unique way. The
opportunities with this machine are outstanding; thinning, extracting directly to log
truck and continuous cover harvesting as in Europe.
Austrofoma followed the Formec conference, involving a 6km trail through the forests
of the Esterhazy farms (sea of red hard hats). The event saw 150 exhibitors and
20,800 visitors over four days from 7th – 10th October. The practical and future-oriented
use of forestry machines on display shows that near-natural forest management is
compatible with modern, contemporary forest technology.

Fig 1. Sea of red hard hats at the beginning of the 6km Austrofoma trail.
From a New Zealand background, it was outstanding to see the Europeans excitement
toward tractor harvesting systems. A large proportion of forest area in Europe is owned
by farm foresters and therefore farmers are often the owners of these machines. This
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gives them the ability to utilise the tractor for other tasks around the farm. In Austria,
the maximum cut block size is 0.5 ha without consent and up to 2 ha with consent
(continuous cover harvesting). Many forwarder like systems were on display with the
trailer and boom attachment (see below). Note the metal sheets between bolsters on
the trailer to allow for other tasks in a farming environment.

Fig 2. Tractor harvesting system commonly used in Europe. Note hydraulic boom is
part of the trailer.
As well as wheel tractors, wheeled harvesters and forwarders were very common at
Austroma. The wheeled machines were popular and said to be the standard in forest
harvesting in Europe. The wheeled harvester pictured below has a winch-assist
system bolted to the machines to help while working on steep slopes, this was also a
common practice and minimises soil disturbance.

Fig 3. HSM 405H wheeled harvester with bolt on winch-assist unit.
Winch-assist machines were a big highlight for me. It was great to see their application
in Europe after studying them in NZ and Canada over the past year. Numerous small
winch-assist machines were present at Austrofoma such as the Haas and Martin
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Alther. Winch-assist systems recently entering the NZ market were also present:
Timbermax (Canada) and Ecoforst T-winch (Austria). T-winch has recently developed
the 30.2 winch-assist and X.2 winch-assist systems (X.2 below). The Ecoforst vision
of these machines is to extract stems by working together with the ‘A.2 ground
carriage’. The A.2 is a ground carriage with a clam bunk which travels up and down
the wire rope/winch line by itself, at the click of a button.

Fig 4. Myself beside the Ecoforst t-winch X.2.

The most recent Koller yarder design was fascinating (not at the demonstration but to
be available in NZ in 2020). The Koller KX 800e is an excavator based high
performance yarder (see below). The idea came from a study carried out by Martin
Kühmaier and others looking at conjoint analyses to improve cable yarding design
characteristics. The study interviewed around 20 persons with relation to cable
harvesting in NZ to find out the optimum machine setup.

Fig 5. Koller 800e yarder design.
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Virtual reality log truck loading was also an interesting innovation, the accuracy and
speed of the truck driver operator was spot on. A screen beside the truck showed the
truck drivers real time vision.

Fig 6. Log truck with virtual reality cab in passenger seat.
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